
Welcome, winter, and if YOU have been away, welcome back to the CRC! If you have been with us all along, thank you 
for your trust, support, and encouragement. The MRD team is excited to bring even more expanded hours as we move 
into the final six weeks of 2020, beginning Thanksgiving break week. We will now be open on weekdays from 5:30 am – 
7:30 pm, offering many drop-in opportunities for the entire family.  

We have new, expanded hours, November 23 - December 30 are Monday – Friday 5:30 a.m. – 7:30 p.m., without 
interruption. Saturdays remain Noon – 4 p.m. The facility remains closed on Sundays. Our small yet mighty crew of MRD 
staff is unselfishly committed to you, and have been hard at work, cleaning and planning and doing, (just like Santa’s 
elves) to ensure all the right parts are in place for you and your entire family to safely re-stake your claims at the CRC. 
Every part of the CRC is now open, except for Child Watch. This gleaming, spectacularly clean, 82,000 square foot 
facility operates with the highest quality standards and staff and requires masks be worn by all participants at all times* 
for the safety of all - without fail. As COVID cases continue to climb, this becomes increasingly important every day. 
*masks are not required while actively swimming and by those younger than 11 years.  

We welcome you without reservation, and trust that you want to be here as much as we want you here. Thank you for 
doing your part, particularly as we are in a precarious spot with moving backward on the COVID dial framework. The 
county moved back to Level Yellow: Concern, effectively dropping the facility capacity limits to 50 per area within each 
of the MRD facilities. There remains plenty of room and plenty of capacity for you to recreate safely. The MRD takes 
great pride in that we have consistently and rigorously enforced the statewide mask order, as it is a proven and effective 
way to limit the spread of COVID-19. For the health and safety of our staff, participants, and community, we stand 
strong on this mandate. Physical exertion is completely possible while wearing a mask, and we thank you for playing!  

We offer:  

Fitness machines cleaned and disinfected between users; 4 distinct walking tracks throughout and around the facility;  
Consistently scheduled fitness classes each week;  
Lap swimming during all open hours;  
Wellness and leisure pool with water fitness classes, open swim, and private swim lessons;  
Racquetball court and game room ready for family or individual play in pool, shuffleboard, indoor balls and ping-pong; 
and indoor playground;  
3 full-court gyms, with designated times for drop-in play in gym games, including basketball, volleyball, and pickleball;   
Rock climbing wall with designated times for climbing reservations, drop-in climb, and clinics/classes.  

…AND MORE. Don’t see anything to keep you and the family active and happy? Just tell us what you’re looking 
for!  

 
In addition to reopening the indoor playground as of November 23, we will also now allow youth ages 11+ to be in the 
facility without their parent attached. As long as a parent or a responsible person over the age of 16 is in the building, 
11+ are free to be on their own. We hope that all goes smoothly as we reopen this benefit; please know that we must 
monitor this situation closely as we face potentially tightening COVID-related restrictions and capacity limits.  
 
The Field House remains a steadily – increasing, activity hub as well, hosting indoor sports play, after school enrichment, 
rentals and drop-in. As the Colorado weather pushes you inside to recreate we have programs for all ages to get 
involved and enjoy our great facility. Check out our webpage or facebook pages for more information. 
 
We, the staff of the MRD, want to be here with you – we need to be here with you – every step of the way as we 
continue to pivot and navigate COVID. It’s been a difficult year for us all. Thank you for your understanding, for your 
help, your encouragement, and your support. We are here for you – so let us know whatever you need.  
 
MRD Facilities are, in Montrose, “THE SAFEST PLACES TO PLAY/WORK OUT”! Get here and join us!  
 Yours in fun, health and wellness…stay safe, be well, and let’s have some fun! 
 Mari  



 


